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Link's awakening trading quest pineapple

This is a guide to trading sequence in Legend of Zelda: Link's Abukening (Remake) for Nintendo Switch. Read to see the full search for this side search. Trading Sequence is a series of exchanges in items to meet the needs of multiple characters that you will meet during your adventure in
Koholint Island. A total of 14 routes must be completed before winning the hidden prize. NPC: Trendy Game Required Element: Rupee Prize: Yoshi doll Location: Mabe Village Zoom Play trendy game and grab yoshi doll. Playing a trendy game requires 10 rupee per experiment. NPC:
Mamasha Required Item: Yoshi Doll Award: Tape Location: Mabe Village Zoom On Leaving Trendy Game and Receiving Yoshi Doll, Kidoh will tell you that her mom wants a Yoshi Doll. Continue north of Trendy Games and find a house with 2 entrances. Inside, you'll see Mamsa. Give her
yoshi doll to receive the tape. NPC: CiaoCiao Required Element: Ribbon Award: Canned Food Location: Mabe Village Enlarge Take the ribbon in CiaoCiao's House, which is the house protected by BowWow. Enter the right side door and talk to a small Chain-Chomp there to replace the
tape for handcuffed food. NPC: Sale Required Item: Canned Food Prize: Bananas Location: Toronbo Shores Increase after receiving canned food from CiaoCiao, go to Sale's house and Toronbo Shores (the house is near several banana trees). There you will receive bananas for your food
in canned. NPC: Kiki monkey Required Element: Bananas Prize: Stick Location: Ukuku Prairie Enlarge Go to the left of Uku Prairie Poral, and you will come across a large skull blocking the path. He's using bombs to destroy the skull and clear the way. From there on the left and you will
see Kiki the Monkey under Cantoly castle on the right. Trade bananas for a branch. NPC: Tarin Required element: Stick Prize: Honeycomb Location: Ukuku Prairie Increase Conversations with Tarin in Ukuku Prairie and let him borrow his stick to make the poke bee. Honeycomb's going to
drop. Tarin won't show up in this area unless Key Cavern is finished. NPC: Chef Bear Required Item: Honeycomb Rewards: Pinapple Location: Animal Village Enlarge Go to the lower right house in Animal Village and talk to Chef Bear to swap your pineapple. NPC: Papahl Required
Element: Pineapple Prize: Hibiscus Location: Tal Tal Mountain Range Enlarge Papahl will ask you for invitations, and reply that will allow you to give him pineapple. Then you will receive hibiscus as a reward. NPC: Christine Required Element: Hibiscus Award: Letter Location: Animal
Village Expand Talk to Christine and she will take your hibiscus in exchange for the letter you must give To Mr. Write. Christine is located in Animal Village, in the 3rd house from the left. NPC: G.Write required item: Letter Rewards: Broom Location: Mysterious Forest Expansion Find Mr.
house with passage through the northwest exit of the mysterious forest. Talk to him to trade the letter for Broom. NPC: Granny Yahoo Required Element: Broom Prize: Fishing Hook Location: Mabe Village(Later Animal Village) Increase Give Broom to Yahoo Grandma in Mabe Village, and
she will give you a fishing hook that she found along the riverbank. Later, she will move to animal village, if you do not find her in the village of Mabe, go check out the 4th house in Animal Village. NPC: Fisherman Required Element: Fishing Hook Award: Necklace Location: Martha's Bay
Enlarge Fisherman can be seen under a wooden bridge in Martha's Bay (you'll need Flippers to swim under the bridge from the right). Give him a fishing hook and he'll say he'll give you the next catch. Then you will receive the necklace. NPC: Mermaid Required Element: Bracelet Award:
Mermaid Location: Martha's Bay Enlarge Just above Martha's Bay you'll see a mermaid in the middle of the water. She's going to ask you to give her back her necklace. If you give it back, you'll have a scale. NPC: Mermala Statue Required Element: Mermaid Prize: Magnifying lens
Location: Martha's Bay Enlarge When you have a Hookshot, you can grab over a wooden crate and reach the secret area. Use a scale on a mermaid statue. There are many invisible enemies inside the cave that appears, so swing your sword to keep them away. Go to the end and you'll
find a magnifying lens. NPC: Giroya Required Element: Lens Augmentation and Shovels Prize: Boomerang Location: Toronbo Shores Enlarge In the lower area of Toronto Shores you will see a cracked wall that you can break using a bomb. When you bomb him, step in and change the
shovel for a boomerang. (Note: You won't see Giroye without a small lens) Talk to him again to buy him out for 300 rupiah. You can complete the trading sequence as soon as you get the Hookshot. You can use a shell of lenses to detect hidden enemies and NPCs. Boomerang is extremely
useful in trying to complete chamber dungeons with sword restrictions. Boomerang can hit 1 or stun most enemies. Reviews of an article or post go here. Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Yoshi Doll) Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Ribbon) Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Dog Food) Link's
Abukening - Trade (Bananas) Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Stick) Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Honeycomb) Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Pineapple)) Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Fishing Hook) - Both Versions Link's Abukening - Trade Quest (Necklace) Link's ABukening Trade Quest (Scale) Link's A Wake - Trade Quest (Lens Peeling) Link's Wake - Trade Quest (Boomerang) Link's Wake - Quest Trade (Path and Fish's Egg) Tags : Bananas, Boomerang, Link's Roaring, Zooming Lens, Trade Quest, Trade Sequence How To long windy trading. Zelda: Link's
Abukening trading sequence quest is something that icing on the whole game. Starting with Yoshi Doll, you must deliver a range of items from one island resident to another. Without pampering specificity, although it may seem like an optional questline, you need to complete these trades in
order to reach certain areas of the game so that the sooner you can start better. The full Zelda: Link's Abukening trading sequence is as follows:If you are looking for more help, our Zelda: Link's Wake walk can help. This content is hosted on an external platform that will only show if you
accept targeted cookies. Enable cookies to be viewed. Trading Quest starts with Yoshi Doll, which you can win from playing trendy games in Mabe Village. Once you have it, you have to take it to the north-most house in the village - the one with two doors. Inside, talk to Mamsa, who will
give you the tape. Stay in Mabe Village, go to the central majority of the house, the one with BowWow outside. Enter the right part of the house and place the CiaoCiaa ribbon for dog food. Once you've had dog food, head south to Toronbo Shores, where there's a cottage in the middle of
the beach with a blue and yellow roof. Talk to Sale inside who wants Canned Food – your Dog Food will do. In return, you will receive bananas. As part of access to the third jail, you must enter Kanalet Castle. Get close to the front door, then go down the ditch until you meet kiki the monkey
who wants bananas. Replace them to not only build a bridge so that you can access the kanalet castle, but also receive a stick. There's a warp point in the west. Besides, Tarin will stand by the tree with his skin. Give him a stick to take honeycomb in return. :: Pokémon Sword and Shield
walkthrough in guide In the Animal Village, give the Honeycomb to the Chef Bear to receive a Pineapple. In Tal Tal Heights to the north of the map, you can enter the cave just to the left of the city, where you descend to the Angler Maw dungeon. At the top of the cliff you will find Pafala who
wants some vittles - in other words, Pineapple. It gives you a hibiscus in return. Take Hibiscus to Animal Village and give it to Christine, who will give you the letter. There's a koca in the west of The Goponga Swamp with Mr. Write inside. Give him a letter to accept The Broom. Take Broom
to Grandma Ulri - now he's at Animal Village - to take Fish Hook. With Fish Hook in hand, you'll want to visit The Fisherman, which is under the bridge in Martha's Bay.You'll need the Flippers from the Catfish's Maw dungeon first. In return, you will receive a necklace. Our Zelda: Link's
Abukeing walkthrough and guide can help you with critical routes including the Eagle Tower and turtle rock jails. much to do on the page, too – including Zelda Link's Abukening Heart Pieces, Zelda Secret Seashells and Zelda Link's Abukening trading sequence. Finally, there's also the new
Zelda Chamber Dungeons feature for unlocking and completing. North of the bridge in Martha's Bay is a mermaid who will take your necklace off your hands in exchange for a scale. The last part of the trading sequence is to take the scales to the Statues of Sirens at the south of Martha's
Bay - you'll need a hookshot to reach it. This will reveal a cave that will give you a reward for the location of the lens magnification. It has two uses - one is to read a book in the Mabe Village library that gives you instructions you should take in the back of the jail, the egg of the wind fish. The
second is to talk to a shop in Toronto Shores, which you find in a cave that you have to open on the beach. With a magnifier lens you can see and interact with a trader who can give you a boomerang in exchange for one of your items. This is especially useful for taking the seventh and
eighth jails in the game. Don't worry, you can immediately buy the item back for 300 rupiah, so nothing is permanently lost! Lost!
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